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Figure 5: LOP scheduling, rescheduling, and cancellation interface
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roctored Assessment System (Scantron PASS™). Through the online tutorial, candidates can simulate use of the mouse

Sample Test

Resheduling & Cancellation

Candidates can take a sample test within Scantron’s
testing platform, Proctored Assessment System
(Scantron PASS™). They can simulate use of the mouse
and keyboard, enter responses, and become familiar
with the process for reviewing items and changing
responses. This tutorial is provided free of charge
via Scantron’s website: https://www.scantron.com/
preparing-for-your-test/.

Candidates may cancel or reschedule their exam up
to 24 hours prior to the scheduled date and time of
the testing appointment. Please reference the NTS
email for specific policies concerning rescheduling and
canceling.
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Testing Appointment

Checking in with the Proctor

At the scheduled appointment, the candidate uses
the link provided in the confirmation email and enters
the username and password from that email to
return to the LOP dashboard. From the dashboard,
the candidate selects “Start Exam” to begin the
testing appointment. A system requirement check is
conducted and must be passed to test.

The candidate is then connected to the proctor, who
verifies the candidate’s identity by examining the
candidate’s government-issued ID.
The two parties communicate via a chat feature within
the LOP launch site or the computer’s microphone. If
needed, the two may speak by telephone.

If the candidate is more than 30 minutes late to the
appointment start time, the appointment must be
rescheduled.

Proctor Authority

Environmental Scan

The candidate gives the proctor access to the
computer to monitor for unauthorized activities, such
as accessing other software applications, using multiple
monitors, or having someone else take the examination
remotely. The canidate must also verbally agree to any
rules set by the test sponsor. The proctor can terminate
the testing appointment for integrity reasons at any
time.

The candidate shows the proctor a 360-degree view
of his or her environment, including the top of and
underneath the desk, by holding and moving the
webcam or laptop webcam as directed by the proctor.
The proctor then enables the monitoring software
for watching and recording the candidate. Once this
is complete, the candidate clicks a link to launch the
examination login process.
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Pre-Test Login Activities

Taking the Test

During the examination login process, the proctor and
candidate complete a dual login in which the candidate
verifies his or her information, completes the candidate
attestation statement, and reviews the testing rules and
policies. In addition, prior to launching the examination,
the candidate can review the online tutorial of
Scantron PASS™.

The candidate is now able to take his or her test. Once
finished, the candidate selects the “Submit Exam”
button and confirms that they are ready to submit the
examination.
Depending on the exam, a thank-you message or an
immediate score report is presented to candidates.
Candidates should print this message/report.
The proctor will then inform the candidate that he or
she is free to log out of the portal and disconnect from
the proctor.

We look forward to serving your LOP needs.
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